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Ethics and the University brings together
two closely related topics, the practice of
ethics in the university (academic ethics)
and the teaching of practical or applied
ethics in the university. This volume is
divided into four parts: * A survey of
practical ethics, offering an explanation of
its recent emergence as a university
subject, situating that subject into a wider
social and historical context and
identifying some problems that the subject
generates for universities * An examination
of research ethics, including the problem of
plagiarism * A discussion of the teaching
of practical ethics. Michael Davis explores
how ethics can be integrated into the
university curriculum and what part
particular cases should play in the teaching
of ethics * An exploration of sexual ethics
Ethics and the University provides a
stimulating and provocative analysis of
academic ethics which will be useful to
students, academics and practitioners.

Professional Ethics Victoria University Melbourne Australia Topics may include conceptual investigations into the
foundations of professional ethics, as well as discussions of particular ethically Professional Ethics and Conduct - RMIT
University - RMIT Australia The narratives that help illustrate the lack of professional ethics at American universities
occur with greater and greater frequency, though most Graduate Certificate in Arts (Advanced) - Professional Ethics
The This course introduces the concept of interprofessional ethics for the social, health and human services. It covers
the foundations of human rights, moral Code of Ethics : Human Resources : The University of Western The Code of
Ethics and Code of Conduct represent the highest level of University policy and form part of the Universitys
accountability Ethics and Social Justice - The University of Sydney This course opens up the legal and ethical issues of
professional practice in the diverse field of Industrial Design. You will learn about: the management of Professional
Ethics Thesis (PHIL90018) The University of Professional Ethics and Corruption Prevention (3004CCJ) - Griffith
Study Business and Professional Ethics online with Macquarie University. Enrol today! Interdisciplinary Professional
Ethics (7033HSV) - Griffith University Find a unit youre passionate about studying at Deakin University. The unit will
consider some of the key ethical and social issues that have arisen as a result Professional Ethics in the Digital Age Deakin The unit culminates with a collaborative group project that explores the ethical, legal and professional
underpinnings and implications of best practice in sport : Ethics and the University (Professional Ethics Part of
professional ethics is the understanding of the ethics of other professions: how they interact and what can be expected
from them as correct ethical Lawyers Ethics and Professional Responsibility Victoria University The code of ethics
serves as a guide for the professional conduct of careers education consultants representing Monash University Career
CRM304 Professional Ethics and Integrity Management University Description. Legal Ethics and Professional
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